Hybrid Grid Smart Controller

HGSC: RELIABLE RENEWABLES
The awareness on the opportunities offered by the introduction of renewables, especially PV and wind, into
the energy balance of a wide variety of energy intensive processes and sites, shows the need of innovative and
reliable approaches, methods and solutions for smart energy management in Hybrid Grids (HGs).
Cost-effective electric power has been a challenge for communities and industrial or commercial installations
without access to a strong utility grid, since they have to rely on generator sets that typically produce power at
a much higher cost and a lower reliability than a large utility.
Thanks to the significant decrease of the cost of solar and wind energy, HGs are well suited to a wide range of
applications, typically from hundreds of kWs up to multi-MW systems:
- mines and remote industrial sites,
- small islands,
- hotels and resorts,
- electrification of developing countries,
- remote villages,
Moreover, technologies developed for HGs, addressing high renewables penetration, provide solutions for the
wider contest of large electrical systems migrating to the smart grid approach, where distributed renewable
generation is expected to become a major portion of the upcoming energy mix.
The basic concept is simple: wind or solar energy reduces reliance on power produced from generator sets,
saving fuel and maintenance costs.
Energy storage enhances system economics and reliability, supporting the conventional generator response to
significant fluctuations in output of the renewable sources, with the main purpose of assure voltage and
frequency stability.
The HG concept is quickly becoming the preferred approach to delivering low-cost, reliable power wherever a
larger electric utility infrastructure is missing, costly or unstable.
Till now, the penetration of renewable sources in the HG is maintained low (normally below 40%), since most
existing control systems cannot cope with the load variations introduced by renewable sources. Obviously, a
higher penetration of low cost renewable sources would increase the benefits to users but also the technical
concerns.
To enable the higher benefits from renewables a smart energy management system for hybrid grids is
essential, in order to provide a flexible solution for both technical and economic issues.
HGSC (Hybrid Grid Smart Controller) is Renergetica’s patent pending technology, specifically designed to
increase the renewable penetration and to make renewables more accessible, reliable and profitable.
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HGSC is enabling technology which implements new and advanced control functions to achieve
several benefits, for example:
 HGSC stabilizes the HGs by smoothing large load and generation variations;
 HGSC maximizes the energy yield by the renewable sources;
 HGSC enables a cost-effective energy supply, best balancing LCoE and CAPEX;
 HGSC easily enables a power penetration of renewable source up to 90% or even beyond 100%
of total generated power without huge capital costs or large storage systems;
 HGSC assures vendor independency, high flexibility and fail-safe integration in any existing
architecture;
 HGSC reduces the stress and wear of conventional generators;
 HGSC guarantees a high Power Quality of the HGs;
 HGSC enables innovative functionalities for BESS integration and renewables dispatching and
planning.
The architecture of HGSC is based on a mixed control strategy, partially distributed and partially centralized.
In other words, the HGSC is an hybrid controller for hybrid grids.
In addition, HGSC does not interact with the Master Controller of conventional power generating units, making
the introduction of renewable sources into existing plants
- simple,
- scalable,
- plug-in,
- fail safe,
- intrinsically reliable.
This document presents an overview on the architecture, main functionalities and innovative features of
Renergetica’s HGSC technology.
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WHY IS HGSC INNOVATIVE?
HGSC is an exclusive Renergetica’s patent pending technology encompassing methods and algorithms
intended to the smartest management of renewable sources in several applications.
HGSC has been developed to go far beyond the renewable penetration achievable with other commercially
available solutions without the complexity and reliability implications associated to an integrated, centralized
controller responsible for all the generators operation.
HGSC enables hybridization of the largest off-grid sites where nobody is usually keen to change the way the
conventional powerhouse is controlled because of several (good) practical reasons:
 Gen-sets are better subject to the control of a master controller supplied by a leading manufacturer
highly specialized in such product: no renewable expert would have an easy task in bringing
comparable know how in this field!
 Even if he could, Diesel master controllers on existing sites are trusted and their functioning is well
known by local powerhouse operators. Changes reducing the capability of the local operators to
maintain or operate the plant as usual are disliked.
 The new renewable plant is often meant to be owned and operated by an IPP selling low cost energy
to the site, while the Diesel powerhouse is commonly operated and owned by the final customer.
This is why HGSC has been conceived to have no direct control over the Diesel gensets.
HGSC doesn't switch ON or OFF any DGs and is not meant to perform secondary frequency regulation or load
sharing over DGs.
HGSC exclusively controls PV and wind plant inverters by mean of their plant controllers, and manages a
battery energy storage system (BESS) so that the net active and reactive power demand for the conventional
powerhouse is always feasible for the latter, even with renewables penetration beyond 100% and unsteady
irradiation or wind conditions.
We don't claim we can achieve the most energy efficient overall system (this could only be achieved with a
fully integrated solution with all the relevant implications), but HGSC really provides the plug-in solution to
add low cost renewable energy without compromises on power quality and reliability.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
HGSC has been developed to go far beyond the renewable penetration achievable with other commercially
available solutions, without the complexity and reliability implications associated to an integrated, centralized
controller responsible for all the generators operation.
HGSC architecture is partially distributed and partially centralized, very simple to integrate in an existing plant,
regardless its configuration and size.
These specific features make HGSC the easiest and most cost-effective solution for both greenfield and
brownfield application, in terms of implementation in a new system design or hybridization of an existing
plant.
The following Figure shows the basic architecture of HGSC technology:

Figure 1: Architecture of HGSC technology

HGSC control logic is split into the most appropriate section of hardware. Part of it is implemented in the HGSC
central unit (centralized functions), while part of it is embedded in the controllers of field devices (e.g. the
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inverters). This means that a supported function can be centralized, distributed, or hybrid (some tasks
centralized, other ones distributed).
This allows to exploit the pros of each approach:
 Centralized: for complex functions that requires a significant amount of data collected from different
field devices and accept a relatively longer cycle time;
 Distributed: for simple functions that interact with a single field device, and request a very fast
response time;
 Hybrid: for tasks that are conveniently shared between the central controller of HGSC and the field
devices according to their specific requirements. It allows optimized solutions in terms of reliability
and performance.
The centralized controller collects all the data available from:
1. HMI (user defined settings);
2. Electrical switchgears (circuit breakers status, measurements, alarms, etc.);
3. Plant controller of the renewable source(s);
4. Master Control system of the conventional Power House (only for monitoring).
The set-points and command necessary to perform HGSC control functions are calculated by the central
processor and sent to the appropriated field devices.
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COMMUNICATION
HGSC is based on standard industrial hardware to assure the greatest reliability and to provide the necessary
flexibility and customization capability.
HGSC has been designed with standard industrial products (HW, SW) and communication protocols, assuring
vendor independency and full integration in any existing architecture.
HGSC uses distributed standard industrial communication protocol (i.e. Profibus, Profinet, Modbus, etc.).
All high level communication protocols used by HGSC are preferably based on industrial Ethernet TCP/IP.
HGSC communication system presents the following characteristics:
 High-speed and high-performance application control;
 Intrinsically safe controller architecture with high availability;
 Modular and scalable network communications;
 Broad range of communication and I/O options;
 Environmental conditions withstand.

Figure 2: Standard communication scheme of HGSC
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STANDARD FUNCTIONS
Thanks to its innovative energy management logics, HGSC provides several control functions, with the minimal
interaction with the existing system and installed equipment.
It is convenient to split the standard control functions into separate tasks, each task running on the most
appropriate section of hardware.
The tasks are shared between central controller of HGSC and the field devices according to their specific
requirements, allowing optimized solutions in terms of reliability and performance.
The following Table summarizes the basic functionalities of HGSC:

Applicability

Standard Function

ID

Implementation

Active Power Control

ESPC

Centralized

Reactive Power Control

ESQC

Centralized

Load Shedding

ESLS

Hybrid

Generator Shedding

ESGS

Hybrid

Ramp Limitation

RSRL

Hybrid

Droop Control

RSDC

Distributed

Droop Control

BEDC

Distributed

Energy Shifting

BESH

Centralized

Backup Power

BBKP

Distributed

Electrical System

Renewable Sources

BESS

Table 1: Basic functions of HGSC
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ADVANCED FEATURES
HGSC central unit includes advanced features provided as optional packages, suitable for several kind of
PV+BESS or HG applications.
Such HGSC smart management features allow to achieve new pioneering solutions for PV+Wind+BESS systems,
enabling advanced renewables dispatching and additional grid services.
Main advanced features include:
 Dispatching of PV power plants: enables to operate a properly sized storage system and a PV plant to
pursue a pre-determinated power profile or to comply to special TSO regulations;
 Estimation of the best-fitting power profile according to day-ahead meteorological forecast, economic
approach and operational constraints (Programmable PV plant);
 Smoothing of PV power profile, especially with unsettled meteorological conditions, to reduce wear
and stress of conventional generators and increase the renewable penetration and profitability in offgrid applications;
 Real-time calculation of the maximum output power available for any specific PV plant, processing the
actual operating and environmental conditions measured on site.

Dispatchable HGSC (D-HGSC)
Large unpredictable power variations typical of solar
source can affect stability of weak grids or impact
balancing costs of larger systems.
In the same way as when a system operates off-grid,
smoothing PV power output improves frequency and
voltage stability.
D-HGSC exploits available storage technologies to
enable adaptation of the inherently erratic solar source
into a programmable PV generation facility supporting
- ramp-up control,
- ramp-down control,
- peak power flattening
- and peak hours support.
D-HGSC is the solution for the following main
Figure 3: D-HGSC architecture with tie-line control
requirements:
 Limited output variations: enables PV plant operators to cope with regulations introduced by DSO and
TSO which are imposing strict limits on variations from scheduled energy profile to try to avoid
disturbances on grid with high renewable penetration;
 Energy shifting: enables to partially shift day-time production (low energy price) to peak-hour (high
price) gaining on prices delta due to high penetration of photovoltaic plants. The delta price may be
larger than 4 time in some countries (i.e: South Africa, South America, Caribbean Islands, etc ).
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Figure 3: Example of D-HGSC grid-connected operation,
PV output smoothing and dispatching control for an unsettled day
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Figure 4: Example of D-HGSC grid-connected operation,
PV output smoothing and dispatching control for a clear-sky day with irradiance steep variation
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Figure 5: Example of D-HGSC off-grid operation, PV output dispatching control for a clear-sky day,
including Energy Shifting and Peak Load Service.
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Figure 6: Example of D-HGSC off-grid operation, PV smoothing and dispatching control for a unsettled day,
including Energy Shifting and Peak Load Service.
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Programmable HGSC: Day-ahead PV power profiler (PV-PRO)
The PV-Profiler function is able to determine the minute-by-minute reference for the output power of the
dispatched PV plant.
Such a feature allows D-HGSC to pursue a feasible (with the actual weather conditions) power profile based on
day-ahead meteorological forecast and optimized according to user constraints and customized economic
parameters.
Different criteria can be considered to identify the best-fitting power profile:
 Hourly price of energy;
 Production maximization within operation constraints;
 Reduction of DG operation hours;
 Reduction of unbalances (actual vs. forecast).
PV-Profiler is able to schedule in advance the production of the next day, keep it within a limited range around
the hedge of forecasted production and even tune it according to actual meteorological conditions.
PV-Profiler is a centralized additional function of D-HGSC, which:
 Ensures complete flexibility of the PV+BESS system power output;
 Acquires forecasts and calculates the optimal production profile;
 Performs inter-day adjustment of scheduled program according to actual irradiation on site;
 Maintains energy output within the limit set by user for each time step.
Such an innovative solution exploits day-ahead forecasts and inter-day adjustment in order to optimize the
production profile.

Figure 7: D-HGSC architecture with tie-line control and day-ahead PV-Profiler.
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PV Power Estimation Model (PV-PEM)
PV-PEM advanced feature calculates the maximum output power available for any specific PV plant, at any
time, processing the actual operating and environmental conditions measured on site.
PV-PEM proves its effectiveness whenever the PV plant is required to operate below its maximum available
power because of any of the following reasons:
 Compliance with grid codes requiring active power reserve;
 Curtailment at Point of Common Coupling (PCC);
 Off-taker unable to receive all available power (off-grid/hybrid systems).
For all of the above conditions, PV-PEM provides a smart and effective solution to run PV plant inverters out of
their Maximum Power Point Tracking control loop, yet knowing accurately the power (or energy) that would
be available with the MPPT active.
After an initial tuning for the specific plant, and with industrial standard monitoring features, PV-PEM can
accurately approximate the real-time maximum output power of the PV plant with any meteorological
conditions, from clear-sky to cloudy, unsettled, foggy days, for any season.
Performances observed on real implementations show an average error on real-time power estimation about
1% on clear-sky days and about 5% on highly unsettled days.
Nevertheless the average error on the hourly deliverable energy has been observed lower than 1% on a clearsky daily profile and about 3% on an unsettled daily profile.

Figure 8: Examples of PV-PEM operation in different meteorological conditions, screenshots taken from real application.
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Application summary

Grid-connected

Behind the meter

Off-grid

Active power control

✓

✓

✓

Reactive power control

✓

✓

✓

Ramp up control

✓

✓

✓

Ramp down control

✓

✓

✓

PV power curtailment

✓

✓

✓

Peak power flattening

✓

✓

✓

PV power profile smoothing

✓

✓

✓

PV active power reserve

✓

Energy shifting

✓

Dispachable PV

✓

✓

Day-ahead power profiler*

✓

✓

(meteo forecast required)

✓
✓

✓

Load shedding

✓

Generator shedding

✓
✓

RE production maximization

✓
✓

Fuel saving
Dynamic operating reserve

✓

✓

Backup power

✓

✓

✓

Power quality enhancement

✓

✓

✓
*modelled, not yet implemented
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